linearity, and dynamic range; the implementation of laser beam and stage scanning systems incorporating confocal optics; the accelerated devel opment of image enhancement, reconstruction, analysis, and display tech niques; and the availability of new chemical and immunological probes for specifi c cellular constituents that can be measured spectroscopically. Of particular benefit to the biologist is the coincidence of these develop ments with the rapid progress in biotechnology. Thus, molecular genetics can be exploited for genetically modifying macromolecular constituents of the cell or for designing agents that can be introduced externally or inter nally by physical and biochemical means. In many, if not most, instances the effects of these manipulations have to be assessed in the microscope.
Optical microscopy occupies a unique niche in the array of techniques available for the cell biologist, intermediate between electron microscopy with its high (but myopic) resolution and the methods that examine cell suspensions, e.g. methods based on flow cytometry systems. We have emphasized elsewhere (105) the inherent dichotomy that arises in cell biology with respect to the interactions and functions of individual cells and groups of cells. The available information generally corresponds to the extremes of the resolution scale, i.e. molecules and cells. Numerous approaches exist for studying the essential macromolecules with charac teristic dimensions of < to nm. However, the development, organization, and functions of complex unicellular and higher organisms involve com partmentalized structures and mechanisms that extend or occur over a micron to centimeter range. The light microscope bridges the enormous gap between molecules and cells, even beyond the nominal spatial resolu tion limit imposed by the wavelength of light and diffraction phenomena, ",0.3 }lm. Thus, light can be applied not merely as a probe of position and mass, but also as a means of establishing the state of association, the nature of the environment, and the dynamic properties of molecules via a variety of spectroscopic phenomena. These include polarization and other dichroic processes and the transitions between electronic and chemical states (9, 49) .
We restrict ourselves in this review to microscopy based on the emission of light, classically restricted to fluorescence but more recently expanded to include phosphorescence, bioluminescence (103) , and chemiluminescence (l 1 9a). In particular, we cover new developments in quantitative measure
PRINCIPLES OF LUMINESCENCE MICROSCOPY
The classical optical microscope generates images for direct visual obser vation. The digital microscope based on luminescence phenomena extends the sensitivity and qualitative features of the instrument to the limits imposed by optical and photophysical laws. It is also a quantitative instru ment in the photometric sense. The measure of stimulated emission is inherently more sensitive than that of light absorption in terms of the concentration range that can be explored (91, 157) and freedom from the effects of inhomogeneous distribution (35) . Thus, luminescence shares with several differential quantities (dichroism, birefringence) the enhancement of contrast due to the detection of an absolute rather than a relative signal. In addition, it can provide great specifi city and selectivity, e.g. in indirect immunofluorescence, in that the probe and its signal need not be inherent to the property being measured. In a 1985 review Arndt-lovin et al (9) listed the measurement modalities potentially available for quantitative microscopy based on luminescence. Their implementation has continued unabated in the intervening period.
The practitioner of quantitative microscopy must assess critically (a) saturation effects at high illumination levels (5); (b) irreversible and rever sible photo bleaching, regarded on the one hand as a useful phenomenon for studying translational and rotational diffusion (18, 49, 62, 66, 107, 233) and molecular distribution (105; see below) and on the other hand as a nuisance (20, 121, 173) ; (c) inner filter, scattering, and penetration-depen dent effects (21, 170, 238) ; (d) fixation versus vital staining strategies; and (c) object motion in relation to the required temporal and spatial resolution.
Photometric Features of a Luminescence Microscope
The generation of a luminescence image in a microscope comprises three successive processes: (a) illumination (excitation) of an object; (b) emission by the object; and (c) detection of the emission. For biological materials, the second process is stochastic and thus optically incoherent. The illumination may be coherent (i.e. from laser sources), incoherent (as from an arc lamp), or partially coherent, and the polarization state may be random, linear, circular, or elliptical. The excitation process per se is intrinsically photoselective in that the probability of exciting a lumino phore is given by the projection of the illumination electric vector on the absorption transition moment. The subsequent evolution of luminescence depends upon the spatiotemporal orientation of the corresponding emis sion transition moment (49, 192) , the excited-state lifetime(s), and the nature of the photophysical pathway involved, which may involve linear (single-photon) or nonlinear (two-photon or other excited state) processes. As a consequence, to characterize the emission radiance transmitted through the detection path one must specify the local field energy (more precisely the irradiance) and polarization at every position in object space according to the electromagnetic theory appropriate for the illumination system. The nature, localization, and orientation of the luminophore deter mines the photophysical response. The duration of the excited state relative to the dwell time of observation is of central importance. Thus, the emission of prompt fluorescence is generally characterized by nanosecond lifetimes and is observed in the microscope as a steady-state signal, whereas the fluorescence decay of longer-lived singlets and delayed luminescence from triplet states may be resolved clearly in the time or frequency domains, as shown below. Finally, the optical transfer properties of passive or active polarization-sensitive optical elements must be considered (199) . A full discussion of these considerations, crucial as they may be in individual cases, is beyond the scope of this review, but we stress their importance in the quantitative treatment of the recorded data.
To estimate the photometric throughput of a typical luminescence microscope, we regard for the moment a system response that is linear and isotropic, i.e. corresponding to the regime of low, uniform absorption and low irradiance such that saturation (5) is not achieved. (When polarization is an issue, it is assumed that the signals are measured as a function of the global polarization state of the illumination and of the setting of an emission analyzer, so apparent emission anisotropy functions can be cal culated.) The excitation energy is absorbed by an individual chromophore in the object field with a probability given by the absorption cross section (JA (cm2 molecule-I),
1.
where Sl is the molar absorption coefficient (M-I cm-I ) and NisAvogadro's number. The cross section is a very useful quantity in microscopy, inas much as it by passes the problem of defining a pathlength for absorption. The absorbed energy is converted into emission with a quantum yield Q e m, thereby constituting a secondary spherically isotropic point light source with the spectral density of radiant intensity nm (W sr-1 nm-1
where Eexc is the irradiance (W cm 2) and q(A.) is the spectral relative quantum yield distribution function (nm-I ), a quantity related to the corrected emission spectrum g(A) according to q(A} = Ag(A}/ J g(A}A dA.
3.
In calculating the photon flux at the detector, one cannot assume that the capture of the emitted light into the imaging optics is dictated simply by the numerical solid aperture subtended by the objective, nNN, where NA is the numerical aperture. This formula applies to a Lambertian source (151) but not to an isotropic (diffuse) point radiator. The solid angle of collection for such an object embedded in a medium with refractive index n and located on the optic axis in the focal plane is 2n{I-[I-(NA/nmax)2r/2}, in which nmax is the highest refractive index in the liquid media, e.g. immersion oil, traversed by the light. The emission is imaged through an optical train with overall transmittance 'em and spectral bandwidth .:lA e m onto the detcctor, which has a spectral sensitivity Q1 e t that determines the relationship between incident photon flux and detected signal (stored charge or current). The energy of a photon at wavelength A (nm) is (2 x 1O-16 )l -I J. Thus, the photoelectron flux '{'im in the image plane (photoelectrons S-I molecule -I ) is given by In Equation 4, products within brackets should, if necessary, be evaluated as mean values by integration over the spectral range. Using reasonable values for the various quantities (and fluorescein as a fluorophore), one obtains the useful order of magnitude estimate 'Pim � 1 photoelectron S-I molecule-I per unit irradiance for the conventional fluorescence micro scope. With a 63 x, NA 1.3 objective and an arc lamp source, we have measured a full-field (�0.2 mm) irradiance of about 25 W cm-2 (105), corresponding to � 25 detected photoelectrons S-I molecule-I according to the above equations. Clearly, higher light levels are required in scanning systems with pixel dwell times of �O.l-l0 fis. This goal is achieved by using an intense point source image on the object plane, as in the Type Ib (231) conventional microscope, in which the detection of 10 fluorescein molecules fim -2 has been reported (152) , and in the Type II (231) confocal scanning microscopes discussed below (see Figure 5 ).
Performance Criteria
Owing to the historical emphasis on visual and photographic registration of images, the evaluation of microscope function is often qualitative. However, we can defi ne a list of criteria for the objective specification of microscope performance: (a) acquisition speed and temporal resolution; (b) sensitivity and noise; (c) spectral resolution; (d) spatial resolution; and (e) geometric and photometric linearity, stability, and distortion. Spatial resolution includes optical (diffraction, aberrations), spectroscopic (molec ular interactions), and analytical terms. Numerous resolution targets and objects (e.g. beads) as well as image-processing procedures for their assess ment are available (37, 65, 90, 99, 101, 102, 154, 227, 234, 236) . (The United States National Bureau of Standards will shortly begin to provide standard beads in the 0.1-10 pm range for such calibrations (118; R. D. Larrabee, personal communication).] The system performance is best represented by appropriate optical and modulation transfer functions and the intensity point and line spread functions they reflect (see below).
Practical Considerations
Microscopes used in biology either incorporate the classical configuration or are of the inverted type, with the objectives located below the stage. The latter arrangement facilitates manipulations such as microinjection, additions, and electrode applications, particularly in systems with immo bile support stages and mobile optics. However, most laser scanning and confocal systems are of the upright type. The newer generation of planapo objectives, corrected for an infinite conjugate distance, greatly facilitates the introduction of other optical elements in the image-forming optical path (146) by avoiding the limitations imposed by classical tube lengths and convergent beams. In addition, high-NA, low-magnifi cation objectives maximize the efficiency of light collection and image brightness while providing an extended fi eld, a vital feature in applications requiring the examination of large surfaces (153) . Still problematical are the limited working distances and the large physical and thermal mass of many objec tives, which render difficult the observation of living, thick specimens or of other systems requiring precise thermal control.
SOLID-ST ATE CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICE CAMERAS FOR LUMINESCENCE IMAGING
Luminescence is generally a low-light level phenomenon. Thus, its detec tion in microscopes requires the use of sensitive detectors, of which several are available: (a) video cameras, newly enhanced with high-performance gated intensifi ers (184) ; (b) solid-state cameras with charge-coupled devices (CCD) (98) and charge-injection devices (CID) in linear or two-dimen sional arrays (24) , which provide either video outputs, usually in a TV format, or slow-scanning frame rates along with much greater accuracy and precision, and which can also be intensifi ed (183, 184) ; (c) micro channel-plate (MCP) cameras with photon-counting position-sensitive detection (PSD) (205) or coupled TV cameras (86) ; and (d) photodiode arrays with individual signal-processing paths (76) .
Properties of CCD Cameras
Most LDIM systems incorporate TV cameras as detectors. However, such units, e.g. intensified silicon-intensified targets (ISIT), generally have temporal and geometric instabilities, substantial noise, and a nonlinear response to light intensity with a dynamic range limited to 6-7 bits. [Sen sitive and accurate digital imaging of fl uorescent objects can be obtained in carefully designed systems based on SIT cameras (165) .] Because we wish to emphasize the quantitative extraction of luminescence image data we discuss in detail only slow-scan, high-resolution cameras incorporating solid-state CCD arrays; scanning systems with photomultiplier detectors are treated below. The high-performance scientific cameras avoid most of the stated problems. Their rapid development over the last several years has led to markedly improved performance and lower cost, accounting for their increased selection for quantitative LDIM. It is remarkable that the same instruments can be applied to studies of microscopic biological units (cells or particles) and the largest entities in the universe (galaxies).
A CCD sensor consists of a shift register formed by closely spaced metal oxide-silicon (MOS) capacitors that store and transfer electrons introduced optically. The basic advantages of CCD detectors are low background noise in the case of thermoelectrically or cryogenically cooled camera units, lack of geometric distortion, linearity of response over a high dynamic range, and extraordinary sensitivity. Three recent issues of Optical Engineering have covered the state-of-the-art development in this field. Aikens et al (3) have reviewed the specifi c application of CCD technology to FDIM, and Bilhorn et al (23, 24) have compared CCD, CID, and PMT sensors for spectroscopic measurements. Because of the linearity of the CCD response and the very low dark current, noise is dominated by the readout electronics (output amplifier). Thus, the signal can be integrated until the potential well is filled with electrons or as long as required in time-resolved measurements. A recognized problem of vidicon detectors is the phenomenon of "blooming," leakage of over exposed regions into adjacent areas. This difficulty can be circumvented in the CCD array by the inclusion of antiblooming drains between columns of pixels, which conduct off excess photogenerated charge from saturated neighboring pixels.
Readout speeds in CCD cameras are determined by the CCD sensor and the associated electronic circuitry, and vary typically from 50 kHz (pixels S-I ) to 5 MHz. The slower rates have precluded the real-time imaging of some processes in living cells. The following technical develop ments have contributed to speed improvement s so that a few systems approach 30-Hz frame rates, albeit with some trade-offs.
BINNING
The charges from a number of detector elements in a line are accumulated in a single terminal clement or "bin," and then trans ferred in one operation from the bin to the output. Integrating the ana log signal on the chip reduces noise more than digital summation, incrcases the uniformity of response, and speeds up the readout of the device. The result is a reduction in spatial resolution unless the image i s oversampled. Binning is also useful in the spectral decomposition of emission signals, achieved by optically coupling the camera to the out put of a spectrometer. This nonimaging application can be combined with beam scanning instruments such as the laser-based microscopes described below.
SUBFRAME MODE
In one operational mode, half of the detector is masked from light and used for the rapid storage of the accumulated contents of the exposed half of the sensor; the readout can then be effected while a second image is collected. Another variation is the use of image-defined sub frames for 2Q-40-ms acquisition (usually dependent upon shutter speed) followed by normal readout of the entire array. This mode is especially useful in LDIM (as shown below for the delayed luminescence measurements) of an object or region that occupies less than 20% of the entire field.
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS COUPLED TO CCD CAMERAS
In one report of an MCP intensifer coupled to a CCD camera through a relay lens (184), geometric distortion was kept to 1.1 % by using only the central portion of the intensifi er, gain inhomogeneity was 3%, and gain reproducibility was greater than 99%. With a sacrifi ce in dynamic range, framing rates of 30 Hz were achieved. A scientifi c CCD camera coupled to a fast-response MCP image intensifi er is one of the most sensitive and fast detectors for LDIM. For time-resolved measurements, gating can be achieved down to a few nanoseconds. Ferroelectric liquid crystal electro optical shutters and polarization controllers are also available.
Some new developments in the CCD field exemplify the extreme design fl exibility and future potential of these devices: (a) sensors with a dynamic 
Applications of a CCD Camera
The general characteristics of CCD arrays as described above, as well as the ability to integrate for any desired length of time, makes the CCD especially suitable for the high-resolution imaging of multiple low-level fl uorescence signals and excited-state processes. In the applications described below, imaging was carried out with a Photometrics (Tucson, Arizona) Series 200 camera system incorporating (a) a mechanical shutter; One example of multi wavelength correlated quantitative LDIM deals with the morphological and temporal features of replication patterns in mouse cells pulsed with 5-bromodeoxyuridine (BrdUrd), a thymidine analog, at different periods of the cell cycle (8; D. 1. Arndt-lovin, T. M. lovin, and colleagues, manuscript in preparation). Mouse fi broblast cells (line 3T3) were synchronized by serum starvation, released into complete medium, and pulse labeled for 5 min with BrdUrd at various times during S-phase. Cells were stained with a monoclonal antibody to BrdUrd labeled with tetramethylrhodamine isothiocyanate (Rh) and counterstained for DNA with 50-11M mithramycin (MI). The immunofluorescence demar cates the discrete sites of DNA synthesis, and the MI fl uorescence shows the quantitative distribution of the DNA within the nucleus. From the dual-wavelength LDIM images for cells in the late S-phase of replication ( Figure 1 ), a clear correlation between condensed heterochromatin and late-S-phase replication patterns is evident.
In the following applications, excited state processes (resonance energy transfer and intersystem crossing) have been exploited in LDIM. 
Photobleaching Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer Digital Imaging Microscopy
Many mechanisms in cell biology involve the redistribution of macro molecular components and/or the formation of complexes; these include association and processing of molecules involved in signal transduction or ion channels, condensation of DNA and chromatin, modulation of enzymatic activity by complex formation or structural rearrangement, and fusion and redistribution of membrane components. As stated above, movements on cell surfaces may occur on the scale of microns, but associ ations of macromolecules take place in the submicron range. How can we probe both of these dimensions simultaneously? One means is measure ment of fl uorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (189) in the light microscope. Energy is transferred from an excited donor fl uorophore to an acceptor in close proximity with an efficiency that varies inversely with the sixth power of the separation; the 50% point (generally < 10 nm) depends upon the spectral overlap between donor emission and acceptor absorption and the relative orientation of the chromophores. The conse quences of FRET are a reduction of the donor fl uorescence lifetime (from r to r') and quantum efficiency Qem (from Q to Q') such that the transfer efficiency (ET) is given by ET = l-r'/r = I -Q'/Q.
5.
Until recently, only qualitative FRET microscopy studies had been made (38, 87, 88, 206, 218, 219) , primarily because of difficulties in making the proper corrections for spectral overlap, registration problems with multiple-wavelength measurements, and photo bleaching of the donor dur ing the measurement of the sensitized emission.
We have developed a simple method for quantitative FRET measure ments in the luminescence microscope that largely avoids the difficulties mentioned above by systematically exploiting the photochemical bleaching of the donor and the ability to integrate an image with precision over several orders of magnitude with the cooled CCD camera (105) . This technique, designated photo bleaching FRET Digital Imaging Microscopy (pbFRET-DIM), exploits the fact that the time-integrated fluorescence emission obtained upon complete photo bleaching of a fluorescent molecule is independent of changes in quantum yield accompanying excited-state reactions such as energy transfer fl uorescence resonance, and is inde pendent of the intensity and duration of the excitation ( Figure 2 
6.
Thus, the time constant for photobleaching increases as the lifetime (and quantum yield) decreases. Accordingly, the integrated fluorescence intensity is invariant and can be used as a measure of the total donor population (105) . Since only the donor luminescence is monitored, there is no require ment to register different images, the limitation of the more conventional method based on sensitized acceptor emission (see 105) . The experimental procedure is as follows. From a sample labeled with both acceptor and donor fluorophores, a low-light level image of the donor fluorescence is recorded under non photo bleaching conditions. The excitation intensity is then increased, and the emission of the donor fl uorophore during complete photo bleaching is integrated on the CCD sensor (with attenuation of the emission intensity to avoid saturation). A simple ratio of the two images yields the quantum yield of the quenched donor on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The same determination performed on samples devoid of an acceptor, i.e. in the absence of FRET, provides the proportionality constant required to calculate directly from Equation 5 the energy transfer efficiency ET(i) for each image point i of interest. (Thus pbFRET-DIM constitutes another example of imaging based on quantities derived from dimensionlcss ratios.) An example of the pbFRET-DIM technique applied to lectin (concanavalin A) receptors on mammalian cells (105) is shown in Figure 3 . The high, uniform transfer efficiency refl ects the dense surface distributions of glycoproteins and glycolipids in this reference system, which was previously studied extensively by FRET in flow systems and suspension (201) . The photo bleaching rate -rbli)-l can also be used to derive the energy transfer efficiency. A series of images taken during photo bleaching yields the rate constant(s) for photobleaching on a pixel-by-pixel basis, and ETU) = l--rbli)/-r£li). We are currently applying FRET microscopy in studies of specific cell-surface receptors and antigens. The CCD sensor, because of its stability, linearity, low noise, high dynamic range, and capacity to integrate the optical signals for arbitrary lengths of time, is ideal for these applications.
The above considerations give rise to the concept of a fl uorophore as a photophysical catalyst, which converts excitation photons into emission photons for a number of cycles determined by the competing process of irreversible photodecomposition. Thus, one can defi ne the fi gure of merit (fom) for luminescence probes under two circumstances. When the instan taneous emission intensity is given by the product of excitation efficiency and emission efficiency, fOIno = aQem; when total integrated emission is observed, only the photochemical stability is a factor, and fOill"" = kr/kb l• Traditionally, the luminescence microscope is operated in the regime of low excitation intensity so as to minimize photochemical' bleaching, and fomo applies. However, if irradiation to extinction with high illumination levels is not contraindicated, the enhanced yield and quantum yield inde pendence refl ected in fomeo (for fl uorescein about 104) implies increased sensitivity and more reliable quantitation. With laser spot illumination, the photo bleaching process can be completed in milliseconds, whereas with conventional arc lamps and full-field illumination, seconds to minutes may be required (l05).
Delayed Luminescence (Fluorescence and Phosphorescence)
Digital Imaging Microscopy
Many cellular macromolecules are present in low numbers, and their measurement can be obscured by intrinsic fl uorescence elicited in living cells as well as by glare and scattering within the microscope. In addition, some biological processes (e.g. signal transduction, growth regulation) involve molecular motions such as rotational diffusion, which for mem brane-associated components occur in the millisecond-microsecond domain (107) and cannot be monitored with the decay of the excited singlet state in the nanosecond domain. For cell suspensions, such measurements have been made by the polarized delayed luminescence (phosphorescence or delayed fl uorescence) of probes with long-lived triplet states potentiated by heavy-atom substituents (107; Figure 2 ). (The triplet state is quenched by oxygen; thus measures for its exclusion are usually required.) Such determinations have not yet been carried out in the microscope, except by using the complementary phenomenon of ground-state depletion moni tored by prompt fl uorescence (66, 233) . Although the observation of long lived phosphorescence of biological materials in the microscope was reported as early as 1942 (83), the phenomenon had not until recently been investigated with modern digital imaging systems.
The first images obtained through delayed luminescence digital imaging microscopy (deLDIM) were recently recorded using an acousto-optic modulator or mechanical chopper to modulate a laser or lamp source, and a second phase-locked chopper in front of the CCD camera described above (105a; G. Marriott, R. M. Clegg, D. 1. Arndt-lovin & T. M. lovin, in preparation). The emission can be integrated in a selected time window of phase and width adjusted to correspond either to prompt fl uorescence or to the delayed luminescence, whose lifetime(s) can be evaluated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. In one application, the metachromatic dye acridine orange displayed a long (1 ms) delayed fl uorescence and phosphorescence lifetime when bound to cellular macromolecules such as DNA and RNA and in the absence of oxygen. The delayed luminescence images of both polytene and diploid chromosomes stained with acridine orange were obtained, with signals relative to the corresponding fl uorescence image (at zero phase shift) of '" 0.1 %.
Another signifi cant initial application of deLDIM has been the imaging of sites undergoing DNA replication in living cells. The thymidine analog BrdUrd was again used. Binding of acridine orange to sites of Br incor poration in DNA leads to a pronounced enhancement of the yield and prolongation of the lifetime of delayed luminescence, as determined in previous solution studies (42) . In the microscope, the delayed fl uorescence signal at sites of replication was 5% that of the corresponding prompt fluorescence, thus providing high contrast and selectivity (105a; Figure 4 ). The immunofl uorescence procedure described previously (Figure 1 ) is also highly specifi c, but it is applicable only to fi xed cells. Another fl uorescence dye, the DNA minor-groove ligand bisbenzimidazole BBI-342, stains living cells (7) but is relatively quenched at sites of Br incorporation, which thus cannot be perceived in the microscope image because of low contrast.
The pbFRET-DIM and deLDIM techniques have obvious potential for extension to other situations of interest, e.g. those involving DNA hybridization or virus detection. Appropriate probes, including those based on the long-lived fl uorescence emission of lanthanides, are currently under development. The temporal resolution of deLDIM can be extended to the submicrosecond range by the use of gated intensifi ers or in corporated into the beam scanning microscopes described in the next section.
SCANNING LUMINESCENCE MICROSCOPES
In the conventional fl uorescence microscope the entire fi eld is illuminated and the total corresponding emission is either observed visually, photo graphed, or imaged onto a two-dimensional detector (camera). The fi eld of observation of highly automated, multiparameter systems (153) is selec ted by computer-controlled stage movement, which permits a scan of the entire object, e.g. a slide. In the fo llowing discussion, however, we restrict the defi nition of scanning microscopes to those instruments that operate on the principle of image formation by illumination and detection on a point-by-point (II, 134, 23 1) or line-by-line basis (236) . Such systems are of three types. 1. In stage (or object) scanning systems, the object is moved relative to a stationary, on-axis, focused beam.l Stage scanning instruments require only good paraxial performance; therefore the fl at-fi eld requirement is relaxed. Thus, one can optimize objectives for high NA and long working distance, which are important in the examination of thick specimens. The slowness of object scanning can be overcome with a stage based at least partially on piezoelectric elements (137; see Table 1 ).
I This classification could be extended to include flow cytometers and sorters based on hydrodynamic fo cusing of suspended cells and particles transported through a focused laser beam (211). Although these flow systems have zero or limited [as in slit-scanning (47)] spatial resolution because of their detection mechanisms, they can be incorporated into existing microscopes (7 1, 185,211) and have been operated in a confocal mode with multiple laser sources and detectors (186, 211).
2. In beam scanning systems, the focused illumination (excitation) beam, usually from a laser, is moved relative to the object by means of tandem galvanometric mirrors or by a combination of mirrors with acousto-optical deflectors or rotating polygons. One fast dimension (x) corresponds to individual scan lines, and a second, slower dimension (y) defines the frame format. In addition, some of these systems offer z-axis (axial) scanning through the action of stepping motors or piezoelectric devices attached to either the stage or the objective. An alternative, unique design is a direct-viewing confocal microscope based on tandem mech anical flying-spot scanning with incoherent light.
3. In detector scanning systems, a linear array detector is either trans ported physically in the orthogonal direction or coupled to a rotating mirror or scanned stage for the generation of the second dimension (19, 236) .
Representative microscopes used for the measurement of fluorescence according to the first two of the above techniques for optical scanning are summarized in Table 1 . These systems image luminescent objects confocally, i.e. with high resolution, and also incorporate other (not neces sarily confocal) contrast modes based on reflection and transmission. Differential interference contrast (DIC) is particularly effective in com bination with fluorescence. The initial pioneering efforts in numerous research laboratories have stimulated the development of mature yet con tinuously evolving commercial instruments. In addition, other laser scan ning microscopes have been reported for measurements of transmitted and reflected light with sensitivity for differential amplitude (169), birefringence (82) , optical amplitude and phase (108) , acoustic amplitude and phase (161) , and phase and polarization in a differential mode (142) or with high contrast from optical heterodyning (166) . Real-time response has been achieved in some systems (190; see also Table 1) .
Optical techniques combined with other scanning and imaging modali ties can offer superresolution (in terms of lateral resolution and depth of fi eld) beyond the limit imposed by the diffraction of light. Laser scanning versions of the following instruments either exist or should be feasible.
(a) The video-enhanced contrast optical microscope achieves resolution beyond the Rayleigh limit by electronic background compensation and optical phase shifting (4, 95) . (b) In the laser electron microscope (LEM), an electron scanning beam elicits a cathodoluminescence signal from a sample overlayed with a phosphor and illuminated with an infrared laser; the resolution is �A/10 (131). (c) The near-field scanning optical micro scope (NSOM) achieves high spatial resolution by imaging with the near field of a submicron physical aperture; fluorescence detection is being 
Confocal Microscopy
The contemporary confocal optical microscope represents the implemen tation of concepts related to superresolution that span more than two decades (45, 73, 125, 126, 139, 231) . The experience gained with the early confocal scanning microscopes (29, 60, 175) and fluorescence microscopes based on laser excitation (22, 62, 110, 114) led to the evolution of the fi rst generation of confocal fl uorescence laser scanning systems (44, 210) . The virtues of laser scanning systems in general are point illumination with minimization of stray light, glare, interference phenomena, and incidental photobleaching; fl exible selection of the photophysical process leading to image fo rmation with control of spectral range, modulation, and polar ization; electronic control of magnifi cation (zooming) without loss of con trast; electronic control of detector bandwidth, background, and gain; high spatial resolution; and preservation of geometric registration in multi parameter imaging. The particular advantages of confocal configurations are described below.
Op tical Principles of Confocal Microscopy
All of the characteristic fe atures of the confocal microscope can be derived (23 1) from the principles of Fourier optics (26, 37, 73; References 140 and 227 are particularly useful guides for optical applications). The distinctive components are a point source for illumination and a point detector back imaged on the same volume element ( Figure 5 ). The most commonly used epi-illumination configuration is a shared-aperture system in which the same objective is used fo r excitation and collection of the luminescence. Instruments based on stage (object) scanning are axially centered and thus exhibit optimal paraxial performance. Beam scanning systems incorporate a descanning mechanism (Table 1) such that all object points are imaged on a stationary, axially central fi eld stop defi ning the active detector surface, taken here to be circular with radius rd' The ideal point source uniformly fills the entrance pupil of the aberration-free illumination objec tive of numerical aperture NAexc. We assume an objective with a telecentric aperture stop, insuring that the scanning pencil is normal to the object fi eld with no vignetting. For moderate NA values, e.g. < 0.6, the distribution of radiant energy near the focus point is given by the far-fi eld scalar Fraunhofer diffraction theory in terms of the normalized dimensionless optical coordinates v and u, normal to and along the local optic axis, respectively (i.e. corresponding to the momentary scan position):
7.
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Here r and z are the radial distance from the optic axis and the displacement from the focal plane (to either side), respectively; Aexc is the illumination wavelength in air; and nmax is the operative refractive index defi ned earlier.
According to assumptions made above, the system is considered linear with respect to the irradiance and the luminescence response thereto, and it is also considered shift invariant (37, 73) . Young (235) has given a particularly cogent account of the fluorescence microscope in terms of linear system theory. The incoherence of the photophysical emission pro cess enhances resolution because intensities and not amplitudes add in the image (139, 23 1 also a damped oscillatory function with a constant period of 4n; this value constitutes a measure of axial resolution according to the Rayleigh criterium. Applying these (arbitrary) defi nitions, the ratio of lateral to axial resolution is given by Av/Au = 0.3; alternatively, in terms of real coordinates in the focal plane, ArlAz = 0.3 NAexcin. (Thus the ratio is only 0.13 fo r a NA of 0.6 in water!) The greatly reduced axial resolution (poor depth discrimination) and resultant out-of-focus contributions constitute major problems in conventional microscopy.
For an extended object described by t(z; x, y), in which the x,y Cartesian coordinates define the radial position r, the spatial distribution of elicited luminescence is given by the convolution (denoted by the operator *) h2(Uexe> vexc) * t(z; x , y). The detection process can now be considered in analogous fa shion in terms of a response function b2(uelll> venJ for the collection objective with a numerical aperture NAern determined by some aperture stop. (Thus, even in an epi-illumination system with a single objective, NAex c and NAem can differ.) We also define a field-stop function d(uern, V e rn; rdIM), in which M is the objective magnification, such that the overall optical response function corresponding to the image signal is given by the product of two convolutions (227, 231):
Lrn(z; x, y) OC ¢{h2(Uexc, vexc) * t(z; x, y)} {b2(uern, vern) * d (uern, Vern; rdl M)}.
11.
Here ¢ is a composite constant containing the product of all the linear transfer factors and irradiance described earlier (Equation 4), and the normalized radial coordinates are defi ned in terms of the numerical aper tures and wavelengths for excitation and emission (Equations 7 and 8; in general, Aern > Aexc). Note that Equation 11 assumes that the illumination and collection objectives are truly confocal in the sense of having coincident optic axes and focal planes. The back-projection onto the fo cal plane of a circular aperture with radius rd corresponding to the active surface of the detector is the circle function circ[r/(rd/M)]. This function can be used to calculate analytically the explicit dependence of the fo cused image intensity on detector size (229) . Equations 12 and 13 are the more general solutions for the image intensity point spread function for the conventional Type Ib scanning microscope, I�rn ' and fo r the Type II (confocal) scanning micro scope, If� .
12.
13.
The latter solution is achieved at the lower limit for rd imposed by the lateral resolution of the optical system.
All of the unique virtues of the confocal scanning systems are a conse quence of Equation 13 , in which the operative point spread function is simply the product of the two individual response functions for illumi nation and collection. As a consequence, Ifm decays more rapidly than Ifrn in the lateral and axial directions, which leads to the following advan tages (46, 208, 230, 231 ):
1. Increased lateral resolution, up to a factor of 1.3 using the two-point Rayleigh criterion applied to the function h4 (Equation 9) for the limit case of Aern = Aexc and b 2 (0, vexc) = h 2 (0, vern).
2. Increased axial resolution, as seen from the fact that products of sinc2(x) functions (Equation 10) decay more rapidly than sinc2(x), even though the zero crossings are unchanged. 3. Apodization, i.e. attenuation of the side lobes in the fo cal plane intensity distribution. 4. Suppression of glare and scattering because of the restricted detector area. The contrast enhancement gained by rejection of parasitic signals (151) comes at the price of increased shot noise to the degree that the desired signals are also attenuated (178, 230).
Suppression of out-of-focus contributions.
Feature 5 is of paramount importance in the confocal microscope in that it permits the facile examination of thick specimens, if they are sufficiently transparent. From Parseval's theorem (conservation of radiant fl ux), the integrated emission corresponding to a luminescence point is invariant upon displacement to either side of the fo cal plane (z, u ¥ 0) ifit is collected by a large area detector as in the Type Ib microscope (Equation 12 ). The defocused image appears as a uniform background with loss of contrast. While compensation is feasible, image deconvolution as an initial step in the three-dimensional reconstruction fr om optical slices constitutes a major problem, as discussed further below. The confocal microscope exhi bits a very different behavior, in that the integral of If�(z, r) over r dimin ishes rapidly on either side of the focal plane (43, 155, 178, (229) (230) (231) , reflecting the physical interception of the out-of-focus components by the detection pinhole ( Figure 5 ). This pronounced depth discrimination is a phenomenon distinct fr om the moderate decrease in depth offi eld [in itself an ambiguous quantity (150, 151, 174, 178) ], discussed under point 2 above. For example, depth discrimination is enhanced prior to the increase in resolution as the detector area is decreased (178, 229, 230) ; this property accounts for the good performance of the tandem scanning microscope despite the relatively large pinhole sizes ( '" 60 pm) currently used in that instrument (27) .
The normalized Fourier transform of the intensity point spread function (or of the fi rst derivative of the intensity line spread function corresponding to a measured edge function) is the optical transfer function (OTF). In the frequency domain, the OTF acts as a filter operating on the transform of t(z; x, y), the distribution of luminophores in the object. The modulus of the OTF, the modulation transfer function (MTF), is the most convenient measure of the spectral bandwidth characteristic of the system. Its most important characteristics are unit value at zero frequencies and an absolute passband limitation, corresponding to the finite extent of the entrance and exit pupils of the system. The lateral cutoff frequency for the nonconfocal case is given by fm ax = 2 (NAexci AexJ, and that for the confocal case by fm ax = 2 (NAexc/Aexc + NAem/Aem)· According to this resolution criterion, a maximal increase in spatial bandwidth of up to two fo ld can be achieved (for NAexc = NAem).
We briefly mention some other characteristics of confocal scanning (90) . (e) Operation at high NA leads to fi eld distributions around the fo cal plane that deviate substantially fr om predictions from scalar Fraunhofer diffraction theory (63, 122, 130, 176, 200) . The point of maxi mal intensity is shifted toward the entrance pupil (focal shift), the symmetry about the focal plane is decreased, and polarized field components arise along all axes. These effects may influence quantitative interpretations and merit further investigation. The display and processing of images obtained by optical sectioning with the confocal microscope are considered below. With the availability of commercial instruments, data are emerging on the interactions of macromolecular structures in tissues and organisms, systems heretofore only accessible by thin-section electron microscopy. A number of recent symposia have considered applications of confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) to structural problems in cell biology (15, 182) .
An example from our laboratory is given in Figure 6 . The distribution of late S-phase replication sites in a mouse fibroblast cell nucleus was visualized with fluorescein-labeled antibody against the thymidine analog BrdUrd in the same cells described in Figure 1 . With a modified Zeiss CLSM (106, 158), 6-8 optical sections were acquired at 0.4 /lm intervals Fig ure 6 Three-dimensional reconstructed stereo image pair of a cell in very late S-phase replication. Cell labeling as in Figure 1 except with fluoresceinated antibody against BrdUrd and 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) for DNA. A Zeiss CLSM was used with excitation at 488 nm and emission > SIS nm and oil immersion planapo objective 63 x INA 1.3 with zoom factor 50. Six optical sections of the immunofl uorescence at 0.4 }lm intervals were used for the reconstruction using the stereo visualization method described in Reference 168. through the cells. Most of the replication sites in the reconstructed stereo image can be seen to be localized on the nuclear envelope. Dual-wavelength CSLM images using a nuclear membrane marker (lamin) in conjunction with the BrdUrd antibody are being used to establish how closely the replication sites are associated with the nuclear membrane throughout S-phase (10) .
Despite the positive record of performance, the existing confocal micro scopes have problems that require attention. However, few microscope systems incorporate a provision for simul taneous multiparameter data acquisition. The following changes to CLSM systems could be effected with modest additional cost and would help to overcome some of the above deficiencies: use of better photomultipliers and photodiodes with higher quantum yield, variable bandwidth, and lower noise (e.g. through cooling); use of analog-to-digital converters with 10-14-bit resolution instead of the usual 8-bit resolution; simultaneous use of two or more detectors to acquire emission fr om distinct spectral regions iso lated via dichroic filters or other dispersion systems, and storage of the data in separate fr ame buffers; and definition of restricted scan regions by signal threshold gating. Other potential advanced features are discussed below.
DATA FLOW IN DIGITAL IMAGING MICROSCOPY
Data Acquisition
The complexity of system design and implementation requires that we limit ourselves to some general observations. There are two approaches for recording image data: analog recording with a video recorder or optical disk, the method of choice for time-lapse experiments, used extensively with video cameras (95) , and digital recording by frame-grabbing (avail able for video fo rmat or slow-scan camera signals as well as for photo multiplier sensors) or direct parallel transfer to magnetic disk. An inte-j grated-systems philosophy is required, particularly with respect to control of the microscope, real-time data display and manipulation, data archiv ing, image processing, and communication with other remote computer services. A diagram of the configuration currently favored in our labora tory is shown in Figure 7 . We stress the following points in particular.
DATA-ACQUISITION ELECTRONICS
Most digital cameras are offered as inte grated systems with 12-16-bit resolution and use standard interfaces to other computers. The laser scanning microscopes are similar in principle. Unfortunately, as we have already stated, most of the commercial instru ments incorporate electronics originally intended for video signals of low dynamic range. Therefore, we are implementing in our CLSM a front-end system with the following characteristics: analog processing with alter native provisions for gated integration, determination of phase and ampli tude (for modulated laser sources), adjustable electronic and multiple spectral bandwidths, and photon counting; analog-to-digital conversion with 12-bit resolution at 1-10 MHz data-acquisition rates; some digital processing capabilities, including gating according to thresholded regions of interest; and real-time multiwindow display. essential if processing is to be at all efficient. We fa vor the combination of a moderately large magnetic disk unit (capacity of '" 1 gigabyte) and complementary optical recording drives. The current S.2S-inch disks are inexpensive, have capacities of 0.4---1 gigabyte, and are available in non eraseable versions useful for archiving, or, most recently, as eraseable storage media with very fa st transfer rates.
Data Display
Display system requirements differ with respect to format and speed at the time of data acquisition and during the subsequent image processing. In direct association with the camera or microscope, digital imaging systems usually require the capability of displaying line scans, subimages, and superposed luminescence and other signals. The computer-graphics dis play of three-dimensional biological structures is a general problem (25, 40, 72, 104, 120, 138, 179, 198, 222, 232) . In confocal microscopy, methods for extended-focus, auto-focus, and stereographic representations have received particular attention (Table 1; 28, 116, 168, 193, 209, 23 1) . Stereo pairs can be viewed by anaglyphic (red-green) or polarized (liquid-crystal or dual-projector) image presentation techniques, by rapid generation of rotation sequences (a highly effective but technically demanding method) (72) , and by generation of an artifi cial shadow or luminescence image (209) . Other microscope systems which stress temporal resolution and differential viewing require rapid image processing (subtraction or ratio calculation). The display systems and monitors should offer pseudocolor coding of single or multiple overlayed images, sufficient random-access memory (RAM) for rapid sequence presentation, pan and zooming func tions, and adequate pixel resolution (5 12 x 512 or, preferably, 1024 x 1024). Photographic, analog, or digital printers can be used to generate hard copy.
Im age Processing and Analysis
Image processing considerations apply at three levels in the system. If the data are acquired with integrated camera or microscope systems, the fi rmware and command structures resident in a host computer dictate the nature of the operations. Following intermediate or ultimate storage of the image data in a standard fo rmat with well-defi ned headers and data structure, one can resort to a myriad of packaged software systems for image processing, enhancement, analysis, and display. Important con siderations are the programming language, flexibility in terms of inte grating user-specifi c routines, speed (also a function of the hardware avail able, e.g. the array processors), and a convenient command structure with intelligent macro capabilities. We have used extensively the TeL-IMAGE processing software developed at the Delft Center for Image Processing of the Technical University of Delft, the Netherlands and currently available through Multihouse TSI, Amsterdam in versions for many mainframes, minicomputers, and workstations. The image processing strategy is dictated by the particular application. As an example, we indicate in Figure 8 the scheme adopted for the pbFRET-DIM measurements presented earlier in Figure 2 .
Not least of the problems associated with optical sectioning techniques in digital microscopy is that of three-dimensional restoration, basically the analysis of the corresponding three-dimensional OTF. Great progress has been made in the development of algorithms for restoring useful images of extended structures in medical imaging (72, 89) and microscopy (1, 2, 36, 111, 120, 127, 136, 141, 214, 232) . Particularly intriguing are the restoration techniques based on maximum likelihood methods or the prin ciple of maximum entropy (PME), in which the physical properties of the imaging device and associated noise components are used explicitly (64, 145) . Additional effort is required to effect accurate quantitative analyses, as opposed to enhancement and restoration per se, of arbitrary grey-scale voxel distributions (94) .
LU MIN ESCEN CE PROBES AND APPLICATIONS
The measurement of luminescence phenomena with digital microscopes requires probes specifi c for the system or molecules of interest. Fortu nately, the array of available ft uorophores is growing rapidly. The wide range of spectral excitation and emission wavelengths facilitates the simul taneous use of multiple probes. Table 2 classifies some types of probes used in LDIM and their corresponding targets. An extensive handbook of commercially available luminescence reagents is available from Molecular Probes (Eugene, Oregon) (85) . Other reviews are scattered in the literature (e.g. 195, 215 ). An important aspect of probe selection and sensitivity is related to labeling strategies. Small molecules may be introduced into living cells by passive or active transport through the cell membrane, by osmotic shock uptake, or by delivery through liposome fusion. Macro molecules may be introduced by capillary microinjection, by electro poration, or by endocytosis or phagocytosis induced, for example, by calcium phosphate or by scrape loading techniques (50) . In addition, the plasma membrane of fi xed cells is generally permeable and available to antibodies or small molecules. Accessibility may depend upon factors such as condensation, protein denaturation, and cross-linking of cellular components by the fi xation procedure itself.
The power of LDIM lies in the correlated quantitative and morpho metric information that can be derived about a variety of cellular functions.
In one study (50) , five luminescence parameters were measured simul taneously during wound healing in living cells. In another study, high resolution three-dimensional mapping using CLSM with three fluorescence probes and phase contrast was used to define the interaction of macro molecular assemblies in the protozoan Euplotes (158; D. Otins, A. Otins, M. Robert-Nicoud, T. M. Jovin, J. Wehland & K. Weber, unpublished data). The three-dimensional organization of the interphase nucleus is the object of present intensive study using multiple markers; specific areas under investigation include DNA distribution (30, 93) , replication loci in relation to nuclear antigens and DNA distribution (8, 10; Figure 6 ), centromere and snRNP localizations (21 2), and chromosome-specifi c loci studied through fl uorescence in situ hybridization (132, 147, 207) .
Exploitation of the Photophysics of Luminescence Probes
Although most microscopy based on emission is carried out with steady state illumination and broadband detection of spectral emission, numerous photophysical manifestations of luminescence can be exploited in the microscope with present-day technology. The fo llowing discussion aug ments references to these matters already made above.
QUANTUM YIELD
A probe may show a relative change in fl uorescence intensity in response to a property of the local environment (e.g. polarity, viscosity, electric fi eld) or upon binding to a particular macromolecule [e.g. DNA (8)J or to ions such as H+, K+, and Ca2+ (Table 2; 34, 203). 'Several entries include references to studies of nonluminescence DIM. LDIM has been applied to the quantitation of macromolecules in electrophoretic gels using some of these probes.
b Reference 8S lists an extensive bibliography for LDIM applications of probes in all of \hese categories. Changes in membrane potential induced by external electric fi elds have been measured by video FDIM using a charge-shift potentiometric dye (78) and pulsed-laser excitation (239) .
SPECTRAL DOMAIN
The excitation and emission spectra of fluorophores are often strongly influenced by the environment of the probe [as shown for example by Prodan-actin undergoing polymerization fr om the G to the F fo rm (133) ], the binding of ligands (Table 2) , and cellular electrical activity (76) . Such probes are best exploited in the microscope by acqui sition of dual excitation and emission wavelengths either through motor driven selective filters and ratio imaging [pixel-by-pixel division of two digitized images (34, 123, 124) ] or by diode array spectrographs (156, 164) or spectrum analyzers; the latter acquisition procedure is necessarily slower than the former .
TEMPORAL DOMAIN
Fluorescence recovery after photo bleaching (FRAP)
was developed as a time-resolved fl uorescence microscopic measurement in the 1970s and has been extended to FDIM more recently (20, 97, 181) . 
FREQUENCY DOMAIN
Emission signals excited by modulated light sources have a phase shift and a modulation depth characteristic for the probe(s) (74) . By selecting an appropriate relative phase or harmonic component, one can achieve selectivity fo r a specifi c component with a particular lifetime and/or reject background contributions such as scattering and autofl uorescence (52, 194, 202) . This method will undoubtedly find an important niche in LDIM.
SPATIAL DOMAIN
The system devised fo r video-FRAP (97) can also be used fo r nonphotobleaching time-resolved spatial photometry (see 239) .
FRET provides information about molecular interactions over distances two orders of magnitude below the optical resolution of the microscope.
Determinations of movement and position with picometer to nanometer resolution have been achieved using colloidal gold particles and video enhanced darkfi eld (5 I) or epipolarization (6 I) microscopy; protein-coated plastic micro spheres and video-enhanced DIC microscopy (68); hair bundles on auditory cells and interferometrical fluctuation analysis (53) ; computer-assisted optical metrology (171); individual liganded low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptors and video FDIM (79) [this and other (78) receptor systems can be examined after electrophoretic redistribution]; light scattering with video-enhanced microscopy [a theoretical study (144) ]; and total internal reflection microscopy (TIRF), mentioned above. In addition, holographic imaging in a transient detection microscope has achieved micron resolution (48) . While only some of these and other approaches cited earlier in this review are based on luminescence pheno mena, they are best regarded as complementary to LDIM or as potential areas for its expansion.
POLARIZATION
The quantitative determination of emission polarization involves combinations of signals and therefore constitutes another ratio imaging technique. The potentials in LDIM (221) have yet to be realized.
QUO VADIS?
We have emphasized the existing versatility and potential fo r further development of LDIM instrumentation and applications. At least three refinements of the microscopes would be of great utility: (a) development of a fast, electro optical confocal LDIM with random-access capabilities within the object field; (b) development of an optical accessory with which conventional fluorescence microscopes could be rendered confocal; and (c) integration of a high-speed automatic cell or particle sorting capability with LDIM [a low-speed LDIM sorter is presently available (167) ]. In addition, new optical imaging principles need to be examined, such as those that operate in the transform domain (180) or are coupled to photo thermal (33) , magnetic resonance (117), or nonlinear optical (1 19) pheno mena. Light could also be better exploited as a more active component of the overall system, as exemplified by the photoactivation of caged or other photochemical probes and by the astonishingly effective optical trapping and manipulation of cells and subcellular organelles by infrared laser beams (12) .
The goal in LDIM with respect to sensitivity is single molecule detection. Its achievement will depend more upon the reduction of background contributions that limit selectivity and contrast than upon absolute light level. The instruments based on solid-state cameras and on beam scanning techniques both offer the required technology.
We have considered LDIM primarily in its relation to the concerns of basic science. However, LDIM has much to offer in clinical medicine. This potential has been well documented in applications exploiting the optical sectioning capabilities of the confocal microscope (15, 182) , multicolor imaging based on diode array detectors (191) , the penetration of bone and imaging by infrared radiation (77), and fiber optic coupling in numerous intravital situations.
